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Hazelcast has been widely deployed in numerous industries by global enterprises. Why?  
Hazelcast enterprise software is a critical middleware solution that enables organizations to deploy 
a flexible and scalable data fabric, one that scales elastically and introduces a high-performance, 
in-memory speed for critical applications such as e-commerce, financial risk calculation, banking, 
gaming, microservices, and more.

Companies in the Insurance industry that are using Hazelcast today include: 

USAA
Hazelcast is being deployed at usaa as part of an enterprise 
fabric for shared data and compute across a central 
infrastructure. as a major us-based insurance provider,  
usaa provides several services for their customers including 
home, auto and life insurance, and consumer banking and 
financial services.  

ALLIANZ 
allianz Italy collects telematics data from drivers in real time 
and stores that data as part of the overall insurance coverage 
process with their customers. they use Hazelcast in their data 
management infrastructure.  

ASUrIoN
asurion is a mobile phone insurance provider, providing 
replacement phones and data backup to simplify the recovery 
of full service and capabilities when a phone is damaged or 
lost. they have applications on almost all mobile phones and 
tablets where the content is periodically backed up. When a 
phone starts backing up, they acquire a lock and tablet waits 
until it is over. this way they are able to guarantee consistency 
of data. 

asurion use Hazelcast for session Clustering and as 
well as for distributed synchronization of device content 
synchronization. they also keep the session of the user while 
they are doing backup in Hazelcast as well. at the end of 
backup process they take save this data in a database and 
Hazelcast is used in this coordination too.
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ModerNIZINg MedIcINe 
Modernizing Medicine developed an electronic medical 
record (eMR) systems based on iPad technology. From 
their website: “designed with three things in mind—speed, 
convenience and adaptability—our innovative architecture is 
built for doctors who want to move swiftly through their day 
with ease. eMa has been developed for you and the way you 
work – on the go and according to your specialty workflow.” 

Modernizing Medicine is using Hazelcast for session 
Clustering and data access Layer Caching. the application 
is a software-as-a-service for dermatologists. When 
a user(doctor) logs in to the system they have all the 
state(session) in distributed Hazelcast map.  

HArrIS (cAreFX)
CareFX is the federal employees Prescription drug (RX) 
program. From their website: “Harris Healthcare solutions 
helps health systems manage the complexity of these 
challenges and provides the solutions to succeed in this 
quickly transforming environment.” 

Harris is the current Prime Contractor that supports the RX 
portal for filling subscriptions. Hazelcast provides the caching 
layer for the online eCommerce portal and provide the web 
session management.

http://www.hazelcast.com
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cASe StUdy: USAA ANd HAZeLcASt
Hazelcast is deployed at usaa as part of an enterprise fabric for shared data and compute across a 
central infrastructure. as a major us-based insurance provider, usaa provides several services for their 
customers including home, auto, and life insurance, and consumer banking, and financial services. 

Previous and Next-Generation Requirements 

usaa was looking to modernize their web infrastructure to help grow their online business. the 
previous generation Websphere-based infrastructure at usaa did not provide a unified, fault-
tolerant, scalable foundation for their customer-facing applications. Rather, each application 
required its own authentication and data management, and this was seen as inefficient due to 
redundant information management. 

the new infrastructure based on Hazelcast utilizes an In-Memory data Grid (IMdG) architecture 
for shared access to numerous services and functions. With easy-to-scale Java infrastructure, 
application developers can have fast access to cached data and employ a single authentication 
strategy for all customer-facing application, from banking to insurance. Hazelcast is a complete 
solution for them, providing the critical in-memory capabilities via standard Java and JCache aPIs 
and the simplicity of any JVM and Os. 

another important capability of the new infrastructure at usaa is synchronization among data 
centers. the previous generation utilized redundant production and Qa clusters at two datacenters 
that are relatively closely located. For better data compliance and assurance, usaa is introducing a 
third data center that is very distant from the existing two and requires that the synchronization and 
data integrity be well managed. Hazelcast enterprise includes critical support for WaN Replication 
for this exact scenario. 

Fault tolerance is critical in any large-scale solution, and usaa was using a single-copy caching 
architecture. a key feature of an IMdG is the automatic and seamless backup and restore capability. 
Hazelcast is a superior technology for data sharding, partitioning and backup in a distributed 
environment, providing the It organization the assurance that data is not lost should a single node 
or even a data center fail. 

Decision Process with Two Viable Solutions 

usaa considered two new architectures for their next-generation data fabric, In-Memory data Grid 
or caching via NosQL. In both cases, the important capability for usaa was to introduce speed 
and scale to their environment and to enable distributed caching of critical data to improve overall 
performance for customer-facing applications. 

Why Hazelcast 

the advantage of the Hazelcast IMdG over the NosQL solution was that the Hazelcast solution 
enables usaa to hide a wide variety of services behind the IMdG, including the database, Hadoop 
storage layer, elastic search, NosQL, and other storage and service layers. the team at usaa 
considered Couchbase and Cassandra, as well as Red Hat’s Infinispan and IBM’s extreme scale. 

One of the primary drivers for choosing Hazelcast was the importance of running Global sessions 
across the applications to ensure consistent performance for end users improving application 
performance and ultimately the user experience. today usaa is using Hazelcast to improve speed, 
consistency in performance, and stability of 1,200 applications running across 3 data centers.  
today the “heart and soul” of usaa’s e-commerce platform is now guaranteed to be high-available 
and scalable to user demand. 

http://www.hazelcast.com
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HAZeLcASt
Hazelcast is the leading provider of operational in-memory computing with tens of thousands of 
installed clusters and over 13 million server starts per month. the Hazelcast operational in-memory 
computing platform helps leading companies, like Capital One, Chicago Board Options exchange, 
deutsche Bank, ellie Mae, and Mizuho securities usa, manage their data and distribute processing 
using in-memory storage and parallel execution for breakthrough application speed and scale.

Hazelcast 3.6, the fastest in class in-memory data grid, as demonstrated by published benchmarks 
comparing Oracle Coherence, Pivotal Gemfire/apache Geode, Red Hat Infinispan/JBoss, and 
GridGain/apache Ignite. Hazelcast 3.6 makes deploying to the cloud is easier with a host of new 
features including a new Cloud discovery service Provider Interface, container deployment for 
docker, cloud configuration and management integrations for Kubernetes, apache jclouds, Consul, 
etcd, and integration with Cloud Foundry and Openshift frameworks. Hazelcast 3.6 also includes 
a ground breaking, high-performance persistence feature, Hot Restart store, so mission-critical 
applications can start-up hot – with their data, without having to reload from a system of record. 

Hazelcast 3.6 also expands High-density Memory store (HdMs) capabilities for JCache, Map, Hibernate 
and Web sessions data structures. HdMs enables each node to hold very large amounts of data, 100s 
of GBs per node, without incurring garbage collection overhead, as well as allowing applications to 
Near Cache hundreds of GBs of data at a time. Lastly, Hazelcast 3.6 also includes an Open Binary Client 
Protocol to enable development of new client aPIs. already community members have developed 
clients for Python, Ruby, NodeJs, scala and Clojure which are all freely available as open source.
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